Jedox Brings Enterprise Budgeting, Forecasting and Planning to Qlik® Sense and QlikView®

Let’s Plan Together
Jedox Integrates Plans for all Departments

One Structured Data Model
Jedox unites financial and operational enterprise performance management. We enable users to build a shared data model with a common metadata structure and hierarchies such as a chart of accounts and cost centers needed for planning. Financial intelligence, business logic and rules are consistently applied to the data, so there’s only one version of the truth.

Seamless Visualization and Planning
The intuitive interface and seamless integration with Qlik gives everyone in the company freedom and flexibility when it comes to analyzing planning data. Users create planning models and capture planning data with Jedox. They visualize and analyze data in Qlik gaining new insights for more accurate forecasting and agile performance management.

Sophisticated Data Governance
Sophisticated data governance ensures that users only see the data they are allowed to see and controls the actions that users are allowed to perform in planning, analytics, and reporting. Jedox ensures that only good data is used for decision-making.
Jedox Unites all Planning Users and Data

Data Entry, Collaboration and Write-Back Capabilities
Bring all your company-wide planning users and data together with secure, user-specific data entry, collecting data in real-time on any device. With Jedox, you can enter planning figures as well as comments more quickly and easily than ever before.

Business Modeling
Enjoy full flexibility to model your business. The powerful Jedox modeling engine at the heart of the solution lets users create business logic and rules, what-if scenarios and driver-based performance planning.

Embracing Spreadsheets
Jedox adds deep integration with Excel to Qlik. With the easy to use Jedox Excel Add-in and Excel-like look & feel, finance users and other Excel heroes feel right at home. No need to learn a new tool. Ad-hoc reports, quick calculations and data entered in Excel are immediately available in Jedox Web and Mobile.

Michael Städtler, Business Intelligence Manager, Gruner: “The integration of Jedox and Qlik allowed us to implement our ideal reporting environment for self-service data visualization, analysis, reporting, and planning – and this solution is flexible enough to accommodate change and growth in requirements.”
**Offline Reports**
Staying informed while on the road is easier because you can create reports for offline viewing and send them automatically by email. You can also save your reports in a central location and share them with others via web, desktop or mobile devices.

**In-Memory Database**
Powered by an in-memory database, Jedox provides highly scalable, real-time calculations for making sense of today’s growing abundance of enterprise data. The Jedox OLAP engine enables complex planning and forecasting and instant consolidations and reporting over large multi-dimensional datasets. With its unique GPU Accelerator, recognized by Gartner with the ‘Cool Vendor’ award, Jedox provides an additional performance boost for complex models and large user scenarios.

---

**Qlik and Jedox are a Perfect Match**

**Jedox is a Natural Extension of Qlik Self-Service and Guided Analytics Solutions**

- Offers structured hierarchies for financial planning and analysis
- Delights Excel heroes
- Provides enterprise-class performance and governance
- Built for end-user self-service with limited support needed from IT
- Unified access from web, mobile and desktop
With the Jedox Qlik® Sense and QlikView® Connectors you leverage your analytics investment for a unified planning solution with a single, centrally governed data model that's easy to use for everyone in the company.

Toni Adams: Senior Vice President Global Partners and Alliance at Qlik

“Customers that are already applying analytics are looking for planning solutions that make further use of their data and Jedox is just a very natural extension of the Qlik solution (...). Jedox is truly the best of breed on the planning side that we are very happy to partner with.”

How to get started

Discover how Jedox can simplify planning for Qlik users:

[Watch Demo Video] [Request Live Demo]

About Jedox

Jedox simplifies planning, analysis, and reporting with one unified and cloud-based software suite. Jedox empowers decision makers and business users across all departments and helps them work smarter, streamline business collaboration, and make insight-based decisions with confidence.

Over 1,900 organizations in 127 countries use Jedox for real-time planning on the web, in the cloud, and on any device. Jedox is a leading Corporate Performance Management solution provider with offices on four continents and with over 180 certified business partners. Independent analysts recognize Jedox for its leading enterprise planning solutions.

Simplify planning with Jedox and start your free trial today: www.jedox.com/free-software-trial